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Think back to your school biology classes, remember the nasty smell of

dissection preservatives? -- Formaldehyde is one of the common

preservatives used and it can also be found in your personal care

products.

Formaldehyde itself is not directly put into products, but companies are

able to get around regulations by using preservative systems, or

formaldehyde releasing chemicals. These substances, over time, release

consistent amounts of formaldehyde to keep your products "fresh" and

bacteria free. 

What products contain formaldehyde?
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Health and Environmental Risks:

The U.S. Government and the World Health Organization classifies formaldehyde gas

as a known carcinogen. Although formaldehyde present in products in not typically in

the gaseous state, it still presents many health risks like skin irritations/allergies and

cancer.

A 2009 literature review found links between formaldehyde and leukemia, and a

study done in 2014 found linked it to tumor formation. 

In 2015, the American Contact Dermatitis Society named formaldehyde the contact

allergen of the year. 

Formaldehyde is naturally produced by humans and animals and is released into the

air, contributing to air pollution. 

People are most commonly exposed to formaldehyde through environmental exposure

-- it can be released by wood-burning stoves, gas-burning stoves, and even cigarette

smoke. It is most toxic to us when airborne in its gaseous state and when it eventually

breaks down it forms other toxic substances that contribute to air pollution. 

Formaldehyde, when inhaled, is a known carcinogen. Companies can not put

formaldehyde gas in products but can use formaldehyde-releasing substances. There

are no strict regulations but the Cosmetic Ingredient Review panel suggests that only

a .075% concentration is a "safe" amount due to its skin allergen issues. 
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